
Mission is located in the lower mainland of BC and is nestled on the southern coastal mountain slopes 
overlooking the lush Fraser River valley.  Mission is a rapidly growing and dynamic community of approximately 
41,500 residents, located 15 minutes north of the US border and 70 kilometers east of Vancouver. Although 
Mission is part of a broader metropolitan area, it still maintains its distinct and welcoming small town character. 

If… 
    working for a growing community and making a difference… 

    working for a progressive employer in the beautiful Fraser Valley… 
       working with an exceptional team, appeals to you… 

You may be the person we are seeking.  

BYLAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER 
Temporary, Full-time (One-year) 

Are you passionate about helping people in a job that is dynamic and interesting? Do you have good 
judgment, along with excellent communication and interpersonal skills? If so, you might be the person we 
are seeking for this full-time, temporary one-year position (with the possibility of an extension). 
As a Bylaw Enforcement Officer, you will investigate bylaw complaints, conduct inspections and respond to 
complaints; explain and interpret municipal bylaws and applicable regulations, while encouraging 
compliance; issue violations, gather evidence and recommend legal action; issue orders to correct problems; 
and assist other departments with bylaw enforcement matters. Your role will involve contact with the public, 
requiring good judgment and diplomacy within a policy, bylaw and regulatory framework. Your portfolio will 
include business licensing and supporting business activities in the community. 
The successful candidate must be a customer service specialist with the ability to courteous, tactful and able 
to perform professionally in a variety of challenging, demanding and difficult situations. Professional 
communication and dispute resolution skills are essential in investigating complaints and facilitating 
resolutions to neighbourhood disputes. You may be required to perform on-foot parking patrols. In this 
position, you will also be responsible for attending court to present evidence if required. 
The ideal candidate will have a thorough knowledge of Crown Council and Court administration policies and 
procedures combined with an understanding of municipal bylaws, the Community charter and other 
provincial legislation and federal legislation relating to bylaw enforcement. 
You will have completed courses in Bylaw Enforcement such as Bylaw Compliance, Enforcement and 
Investigative Skills levels 1 and 2 through the JIBC, supplemented by courses in Human Behaviour and 
Criminology and possess a minimum of three years’ related experience; or an equivalent combination of 
education and experience. A negative Police Information Check is required. 
If your experience and education have prepared you for success in this position and you are committed to 
working in a manner that supports a respectful, healthy and safe environment we invite you to apply. 
The 2022 hourly rate of pay is $40.00 plus 16.4% in lieu of benefits upon completion of the probationary 
period. We also offer a 9-day fortnight schedule (extended hours for nine days and one day off every two 
weeks). The hours of work are typically from 8:00 am to 4:30 pm but are subject to change due to operational 
requirements. 
If this position is for you, please apply via the Careers page on our website www.mission.ca/careers (Job ID 
2022-69) by Sunday, December 18, 2022. 

We thank all interested candidates however, only those selected for an interview will be contacted. 

 

http://www.mission.ca/careers

